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आधारः
●

From root आधृ 1,1 P (to hold, keep, contain; to support,
bear; to bring, supply; to stop, suspend): parasmaipada

●

Support, prop, stay, substratum

●

The power of sustaining, or the support given, aid, patronage

●

A part, character (in drama)

●

That which contains, a vessel, receptacle

●

–

A reservoir, pond

–

A dike, dam, embankment, canal

...

आधारो रक्षतिति रक्ष्षिक्षितः |
–

Related: धर्मो रक्षतिति रक्ष्षिक्षितः (Manusmriti 8.15)

Aadhaar Project
●

●

Two critical functions
–

Give out unique (random) id to each (validated) resident and keep a mapping
of uid to biometric data

–

Given biometric data + claimed uid, check in stored map and return T/F
● Finger prints (2 or 10), IRIS scans, liveness detection, facial recognition...

Avoids (or sidesteps) many hard problems:
–

Do not have to search the whole storage system for a fingerprint. Only need to
look up fingerprint corresp to UID #

–

Mostly able to give real time guarantees for online check?

–

Harder problem: given a fingerprint, search across all known fingerprints:
●
●

Needed at Aadhaar enrollment: false positives and false negatives!
Also Integrated Automated Fingerprint Identification System (IAFIS) of the FBI:
had largest fingerprint db in the world
~3PB with 100M subjects in the criminal master file, along with more than 30M civil prints
– About 200K ten-print submissions per day (about 75M/yr)
– Criminal electronic fingerprint submissions avg response time ~25 min; max < 2 hours.
–

●

Or, given a photograph, search BIG db of photos...

Hindu Jan 18, 2018

What is the Aadhaar problem?
●

Is the UID for a person secret? (“domain”)
–

Widely avlbl?

–

Some states have released this info (in error?)

●

Is the biometric secret? (“range”)

●

Is the mapping secret?

●

Is the mapping fixed? 1-1? 1-n? n-1?
–

●

●

Is the range problematic or variable?

Is the auxiliary info collected during enrollment secret?
–

eg. Mother’s name

–

But all this in a Russian website!

Is the domain problematic?
–

Only individuals but not business entities?

●

Is the use of UIDs in various 3rd party appls the prob?

●

Will 3rd-parties collect “floating info” and run a parallel service?
–

Happened with Yellow Pages, etc...

Aadhaar@UIDAI Mar 11
●

●

●

●

It is reiterated that Aadhaar remains safe and secure and there has not been a single breach from its
biometric database during that last eight years of its existence. 11/11.
By simply knowing someone’s Aadhaar, one cannot impersonate and harm him because Aadhaar alone is
not sufficient to prove one’s identity but it requires biometrics to authenticate one’s Identity . 10/n
Aadhaar is the most trusted and widely held ID that one shows/presents whenever needed. People should
freely use it to prove their identity. 9/n
People do often share their such personal information on internet to some or other service provider or
vendor to get services. This doesn't impact whatsoever the security of any such ID system. 8/n

●

But in no way it threatens or impacts security of the system which has issued those respective IDs. For
instance, publication of someone's bank a/c, PAN, or passport on the internet does not impact or
threaten the security of banking, Income Tax or passport system. 7/n

●

If anybody unauthorizedly publishes someone’s personal information such as Aadhaar card ,
passport, mobile number, bank account number, his photograph, he can be sued for civil damages by the
person whose privacy right is infringed. 6/n

●

Although Aadhaar has to be shared with others, it being a personal information like mobile number, bank
account number, PAN card, passport, family details, etc, should be ordinarily protected to ensure privacy of
the person. 5/n

●

Aadhaar just like any other identity document is never to be treated as a confidential document . 4/n

●

Publication of Aadhaar cards by some people have absolutely no bearing on UIDAI and not the least on
Aadhaar security. Aadhaar as an identity document by its very nature needs to be shared openly with
others as and when required and asked for. 3/n

●

UIDAI has advised people not to get confused with such reports which are far from the truth and intended to
spread misinformation on India's robust identity system - Aadhaar - unnecessarily. 2/n

●

UIDAI has dismissed the reports as irresponsible which appeared in a section of social and other media on
security of Aadhaar system being questioned on account of a few Aadhaar cards reportedly put on the
internet by some unscrupulous elements. 1/n

Identity Verification vs Authentication
●

Opening an acct at a bank requires identity verification (no
password, token etc. needed here)
–

●

KYC (may be public info such as name, address, tel #, eaddr)

Using an acct thru Internet requires authentication (some secret)
–

Auth: a challenge-response process

–

No publicly known info to be used for auth!

(Shweta et al.)
●

UID project confuses the two?

●

Are fingerprints secret or public? Are biometric info secret or public?

●

“liveness detection” a critical problem!
–

Also need secure input!

–

Mobile chips now have secure execution env for finance ops

–

Responsibility on AUA (FI, etc) /ASA
●

Security at the periphery now critical...

Prosthetic Fingers!

(from http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2339321
/The-Japanese-prosthetics-makerReconstructs-fingers-victims-gruesomeyakuza-mafia-tradition.html)

“Long-Range Iris Scanning Is Here”
●

An engineering professor at Carnegie Mellon says he’s invented
technology that can identify someone from across the room with the
precision of a fingerprint.
–

●

●

ROBINSON MEYER MAY 13, 2015

“Fingerprints, they require you to touch something. Iris, we can capture it
at a distance, so we’re making the whole user experience much less
intrusive, much more comfortable,” [Prof] Savvides told me. Unlike other
scanners, which required someone to step up to a machine, his scanner
can capture someone’s iris and face as they walk by.
“There’s no X-marks-the-spot. There’s no place you have to stand.
Anywhere between six and 12 meters, it will find you, it will zoom in
and capture both irises and full face,” he said.

From https://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2015/05/long-range-iris-scanning-is-here/393065/

High Level (Systems) Design Issues
●

System needs to be distributed and replicated???
– For throughput
– For resilience to failures
– For disaster recovery

●

If so, difficult problem already even ignoring many other
imp aspects
– Difficulty arises from asynchronous nature and failures

characteristic of real systems
● Faced by eBay, Skype, Gmail, Facebook...

●

Avoid Distributed Design?
– What if big data center at 2 different places and DR in

place? Simpler design?
– Reminds us of (Internet based) distr voting systems vs

simpler (people-rich) Indian EC system
● Diff: “cost” of 10-100’s of votes vs monetary txns

UID Project solution
●

Mixture of offline and online operation
–

Offline for UID number generation, dedup, etc.
●

–

Online for UID check
●

●

●

Can take upto 2-3 days in some cases
Within 5 secs?

Mostly a read-only/write-once system
–

However, modifications to system (eg. addr changes)

–

New UID additions/day about 6L (105C enrolled vs 125C pop.)

–

Much higher number of expected online checks

Major data centers in Bangalore and Manesar
–

Breaks important security principle?

–

Not everything should be centralized: easy to attack?
●

Same rationale for Internet! But Internet has consistency issues...

UID Project Issues?
●

Security/Privacy issues but this later...

●

If UID information for a person never changes, no consistency
issues!

●

But there will be changes such as addr info. Also,

●

–

Photo info changes for children as they grow

–

Possibly, even fingerprint info changes (damages to fingers, or
due to hard manual labour)

–

Name change after marriage

–

Deduplication may cause updates (reapplications like with PAN)

–

Addr/name normalization with time

–

Or just plain errors (very common...)

For online checks, caching critical: consistency issues imp.
–

An eventual consistency system can converge after many hours
(facebook example!)

–

Very infrequently, online checks may not be possible for hours

Major Aadhaar subsystems
●

Aadhaar scheme implemented by the Unique Identification Authority
of India (UIDAI) for providing a unique identification for every person
–

●

●

requires a large store with its own requirements for indexing and querying.

Security a big concern where huge volumes of data aggregated in a
single place.
Major entities in Aadhaar:
–

1. UIDAI: the statutory authority established under the Aadhaar Act, 2016.

–

2. Central Identities Data Repository (CIDR): the database which houses the
data of users enrolled under the Aadhaar scheme

–

3. Authentication User Agency (AUA): an entity that provides services to
users after their identity validation from CIDR. Eg: banks, telecom providers...

–

4. Authentication Service Agency (ASA): an entity that forwards
authentication requests from one or more AUAs to CIDR. Each ASA enters
into a formal contract with UIDAI and has a leased line to CIDR.

–

5. POS Devices: used to read biometric info that is used for authentication.

Diagram (next slide) based on Shweta Agrawal, Subhashis Banerjee, Subodh Sharma. “Privacy
and Security of Aadhaar: A Computer Science Perspective,” IIT Delhi.

CIDR: Content Identities
Data Repository

AUA: Auth User Agency
eg.Banks, FI

ASA: Auth. Service Agency

Basic Security
●

Bell LaPadula Model (Secrecy)
– No writedown (by “insiders”) and no readup (by “outsiders”)
– Violated? My aadhaar details on Russian website!

●

Biba (Integrity)
– No readdown (by “insiders”) and no writeup (by “outsiders”)
●

Violated (agents using rationcards, etc,)

●

Non-citizens (eg. Rohingyas, Bangladeshis) already have aadhaar cards

– Authenticity: known provenance
●

●

Over long periods of time

Availability
– Remonetisation might look a trivial problem if Aadhaar system not available

●

Security/privacy of aggregated data
– Get email from travel agent and Google knows where I am going!
– Correlation analysis
– Virtual IDs?

●

Security Policy: list out what is secure and what
is not
– “everything is encrypted”?
●

If you think cryptography is the solution to your problem,
then you don't understand cryptography and you don't
understand your problem. (Roger Needham)

– “security” at Netw? DistrSys? FS? DB? Appl?
●

Security model?
– RBAC? Hier. RBAC? Attributed based?
– Info flow models?
– Crypto: Perfect forward secrecy?
●

compromise of long-term keys does not compromise past
session keys.

– Attack models: eg. Cert attacks, State Actors?
●

All biometric vendors selected connected with CIA???

OpenJPEG JPEG2000 mcc record
Code Execution Vulnerability
http://blog.talosintelligence.com/2016/09/vulnerability-spotlight-jpeg2000.html
(Aleksandar Nikolic of Cisco Talos)
●

●

Talos has identified an exploitable out-of-bounds vulnerability in the JPEG
2000 image file format parser implemented in OpenJPEG library (TALOS2016-0193/CVE-2016-8332). The JPEG 2000 file format is commonly used
for embedding images inside PDF documents. This particular vulnerability
could allow an out-of-bound heap write to occur, resulting in heap corruption
and lead to arbitrary code execution. Talos has disclosed this vulnerability
responsibily to the library maintainers to ensure a patch is available.
Exploitation of this vulnerability is possible if a user were to open a file
containing a specifically crafted JPEG 2000 image that exploits this flaw.
Examples where this could be achieved would be in an email attack, where
a user opens an attachment in a spam/phishing email, or in a hosted
content scenario where a user downloads a file from Google Drive or
Dropbox.

●
●

●

●

●

●

●

●

●

The NBIS utilities fall under eight general categories:
A reference implementation of the ANSI/NIST-ITL 1-2007 (AN2K) "Data Format for the Interchange of Fingerprint, Facial,
Scar Mark & Tattoo (SMT) Information" standard is included. This reference implementation contains a suite of utilities
designed to read, write, edit, and manipulate files formatted according to this interchange standard. The utilities
support updated and new record types introduced by this latest version of the standard (Record Types 9, 13, 14, & 15)
Development of a new major revision of the NFIQ algorithm started in 2011 – further details on NFIQ 2.0 can be found
here. fingerprint image quality algorithm, NFIQ, which analyses a fingerprint image and assigns a quality value of 1
(highest quality) 5(lowest quality) to the image. Higher quality images produce significantly better performance with
matching algorithms. The ability to retrain NFIQ weights is provided with utilities FING2PAT, ZNORMDAT, ZNORMPAT.
A neural-network based fingerprint pattern classification system called, PCASYS, automatically categorizes a fingerprint
image into the class of arch, left or right loop, scar, tented arch, or whorl. This is an updated system that includes
the use of a robust Multi-Layered Perceptron (MLP) neural netw. The only known no cost system of its kind.
A minutiae detector called, MINDTCT, automatically locates and records ridge ending and bifurcations in a
fingerprint image. This system includes minutiae quality assessment based on local image conditions. The FBI's
Universal Latent Workstation uses MINDTCT, and it too is the only known no cost system of its kind.
A large collection of general-purpose image utilities (IMGTOOLS) are also included to support the processing of
fingerprint images. Source code is provided for Baseline JPEG, Lossless JPEG, and the FBI's Wavelet Scalar
Quantization (WSQ) encoders and decoders. (The Baseline JPEG code uses the Independent JPEG Group's
compression/decompression libraries.) Utilities are also provided that support color component interleaving, colorspace
conversion, and format conversion of legacy files distributed in NIST fingerprint databases.
A fingerprint matching algorithm, BOZORTH3, which is a minutiae based fingerprint matching algorithm. It will do
both one-to-one and one-to-many matching operations. It accepts minutiae generated by the MINDTCT algorithm.
A fingerprint segmentation alg, NFSEG, which will segment a 4-finger plain impression found on bottom of a fingerprint
card into individual fingerprint images or it can be used to remove white space from a rolled fingerprint image.
A spectral validation/verification metric for fingerprint images, SIVV, examines an input image with respect to
expression of the level-1 ridge flow in a 1-D representation of its power spectrum. Relative power and frequency location
of the dominant peak indicate the presence of a fingerprint in the image, the approximate sample rate, and provide a
rough measure of fingerprint quality. The algorithm is described in a technical report, NISTIR 7599, available for download
at NISTIR 7599.

(from https://www.nist.gov/services-resources/software/nist-biometric-image-software-nbis)

●

Long term data storage?
–

●

Long term integrity?

Storage design + FT design + Security design?
–

Coded storage? Minimize BW, etc

–

FT (“Shamir secret sharing?)
●

Verifiable Secret Sharing?

●

Does not handle mobile adversaries
–

–

Majority of dishonest shares?

RBAC/ABAC designs but not storage proportional to number of
authorised users?
●

Role based crypto?

Computational vs Information-theoretic security
●

Machines increase in power 2x every year approx?
– 512 bit RSA now no longer useful
– 50 years from now? 100 years from now?
– Quantum computation?

●

Need information-theoretic security
– Does not depend on supposed hardness of crypto
– “Insufficient” data with attacker prevents security leak,

not crypto
–

V H Gupta, K. Gopinath, "G$^2_{its}$VSR: An Information Theoretic
Secure Verifiable Secret Redistribution Protocol for Long-term Archival
Storage," Fourth International IEEE Security In Storage Workshop
(SISW 2007), San Diego, CA Sep 27, 2007

Summary so far...
●

Difficult Biometrics challenge

●

“May be” solvable systems problem

●

Difficult overall security challenge but may be
not as bleak as made out to be!
– For example, not as bleak as in the Petition in SC
– Example: “May be” solvable tracking problem
●

Our solution (ICISS’17)
–

Ajinkya Rajput and K. Gopinath, "Towards a more secure
Aadhaar," ICISS 2017

UIDAI Responses...
●

VIDs

●

Biometric not a secret:
–

Use biometric lock (UI? 10 min delay?) Attacks on this?

–

Registered Devices (timestamped, signed and encrypted)
●

●

UID lock
–

●

Only VIDs useful

Audit (extensive) all thru
–

●

(But trusted device?)

ISO regulations

AUAs more stringent responsibilities
–

Digital locker/HSMs

–

Delete UIDs already stored with audit

Virtual IDs?
●
●

Get VIDs from Aadhaar and use it instead
“A straightforward alternative would be to use different virtual identifiers for each
application domain, making unauthorised correlation of identities across silos
impossible. The mapping between the different virtual identifiers can be maintained
securely at a central place with strong access control protocols, and can be used to
facilitate authorised mining of personal information across silos [Agrawal et al., ‘17]”
S. Banerjee, “Digital identity, personal data and privacy protection,” arxiv (2018)

●

However, as admitted, UIDAI/GoI know the correlation...
–

●

Contention of suit!

(VIDs) “The UIDAI will split AUAs into two groups (current list of active AUAs includes
banks, mobile operators, government agencies):
–

Global AUAs will able to access full KYC details and the Aadhaar number of users, hence virtual
IDs not useful here. Experts speculate that government agencies, banks and major telcos might
get the classification of Global AUAs.

–

“The virtual id is to be used only for local AUAs. Global AUAs, potentially like banks will still
need Aadhaar for Direct Benefit Transfers...”
https://www.medianama.com/2018/01/223-aadhaar-virtual-id/

●

But widely used privacy-respecting systems exist!
–

Our solution automates this VIDs in principle...

Some VID details
●

●
●

●

●

Currently only one VID can be issued per person at
any given time.
For authentication, VID is presented to the AUA.
In response to this, UIDAI returns UIDToken.
– UIDToken is h (uid || salt). 568 bits (SHA-2?)
This UIDToken is to be stored by the backend
databases of AUAs.
The UIDToken is handle for the person at AUA which
is to be used for further transactions with UIDAI.

Currency
●

●

●

Authenticated but “anonymous” tokens printed by trusted party (RBI)
–

Token has id but no “owner” (except thru physical possession)

–

Trackability only through face of owner

–

Signed by “security features” (difficulty ensures unforgeability...)

–

Needs Trusted token producers

Convert money in bank to get these tokens
–

All anonymous! And fungible!

–

Ownership transferred by physical possession

Can go to an automated kiosk (no cameras!) and use tokens
–

Token consumers trust users only if they show the right # of tokens!

–

Now get goods without showing any id

–

No trackability! Blinding!

●

Recent demonetization opposite goal!

●

(bitcoin: possession thru secret digital token but no id or owner!)

Election
●

Authenticated voter (voting lists, etc)

●

Authenticated ballot

●

Blinded balloting

●

Voter -> vote connection blinded to EC
– Even with paper trail

●

●

Voter gets confirmation

●

Trusted HW!

Public: ballots/number of votes

Need a good framework for privacy?
●

Federated identity providers, e.g., Facebook and PayPal,
offer a convenient means for authenticating users to thirdparty applications.
– Problem: cross-site authentications carry privacy and tracking

risks. eg., federated identity providers can learn what applications
users are accessing & applications can know the users’ identities
in reality.

●

Need an anonymizing layer enabling federated id
authentications while preventing risks.
– May be one can use anonymous auth thru PKI but problematic

●

A good example: Crypto-book?
– Maheswaran,J, Jackowitz,D, Zhai,E, Wolinsky,D I, Ford,B:

Building privacy-preserving cryptographic credentials from
federated online identities. In: Proceedings of the Sixth ACM
Conference on Data and Application Security and Privacy (2016)

Crypto-book
●

Credential producers interact with client to create
credentials for client
–

●

Credential consumers validate credentials and create
appl-specific pseudoanonymous accts for clients
–

●

Verify a client’s ID with federated ID provider, then issue client
with privacy preserving credentials

Verify a client’s privacy preserving credentials and
authenticate client to applications

Blinding: requester can ask a signer to sign 1+ msgs
without signer knowing the content
–

Client: requester

–

Signer: credential producer

–

Verifier: credential consumer
(next 2-3 slides courtesy Maheshwaran)

●

●

Security Properties
–

Anonymity: No single party can unmask a pseudonym to a
federated ID

–

Unlinkability: It is not possible to tell if two pseudonyms are
controlled by the same person

–

Accountability (abuse resistance): A user can be punished if
they misbehave (e.g. spam/troll)

–

Unforgeability (no impersonation): No one can act as the
user and authenticate as them

Threats (ignoring std systems level issues)
–

At most (t-1) of n credential producers are dishonest
●

–

–

Others are honest-but-curious.

Federated ID providers and applications
●

de-anonymize client

●

learn what applications a client accesses

Multiple applications link client’s identity across sites

●

●

●

Crypto-Book uses a set of independently managed servers
that employ a (t, n)-threshold cryptosystem to collectively
assign credentials to each federated identity (in the form of
either a public/private key-pair or blinded signed messages).
–

t of n servers can collectively assign a credential to a client

–

With the credentials in hand, clients can then leverage
anonymous authentication techniques such as linkable ring
signatures or partially blind signatures to log into third-party
applications in an anonymous yet accountable way.

Prototypes of Crypto-Book for use with three applications:
–

a Wiki system (support anonymous but accountable use)

–

an anonymous but accountable group communication system

–

a whistleblower submission system (eg. whistle blower can
convince a journalist that member of some authoritative group)

low overhead?

Blind Signatures
●

Request a signature on a blinded message

●

Signer cannot learn message content

●

Third party can verify unblinded signature
m —> m’ —> m’,s’ —> m,s
EXAMPLE
Choose r st gcd(r,N)=1

m’=m*r^e mod N (blinding m in RSA)
s’=m’^d = m^d*r^ed = m^d*r (blinded signature)
sig=s’/r (actual signature)

Unlinkability thru blinding
●

Client authenticates itself to credential producers CPs
– id seen only by CPs

●

●

Client chooses cid (credential ID) and credential consumer (CC)
id_cc. Msg m = H(cid, id_cc)
Get signatures on msg from atleast t CPs
– CPs do not know appl!

●

Client extracts msg sig pair (m, sig)
– Send to CC m, cid, sig

●

CCs check validity of (m, cid, sig)
– CCs never see id!

Blinding Signatures Protocol...
●

INIT: CP chooses large prime p and α a primitive root mod p.
–
–

Also, secret x (betw 2 to p-2). y=α^x mod p
CP public key (y, α, p), priv key x

●

BLIND: Client msg m = H(cid, id_cc) sent to CP for sig.

●

CP chooses K
–

●

●
●

R=α^K mod p (sent to client)

Client chooses a, b, c {rel.prime to Φ(p)}
–

r=R^a*(y^b)*(α^c) mod p = α^(aK+bx+c) mod p

–

Blind m as M = (1/a)(c+h(m)+r) – R mod Φ(p)

SIGN (CP): S=(K+(M+R))/x mod Φ(p) sent to client
UNBLIND (Client) s=aS+b = (K+M+R)a/x + b mod Φ(p)= (Ka/x +(c+h(m)+r)/x
- Ra/x + Ra/x + b mod Φ(p) = (Ka/x+(c+h(m)+r)/x + b mod Φ(p).
–

●

{st gcd(K,Φ(p)) =1}

Send m,r,s to CC

VERIFY: CC calculates
–

V1=y^s mod p

= α^(Ka + (c+h(m)+r) + bx) mod p

–

V2= r*α^(r+h(m))

= α^(aK+bx+c+r + h(m)) mod p

–

If V1=V2, verified...

Back to आधार!
●

Our solution provides an anonymizing layer just as in
Crypto-book but without explicit CCs

●

We do use notation such as Credential Producers

●

Some other differences, for eg:

●

User does not have client computational capabilities

When A Small Leak Sinks A Great Ship:
Deanonymizing Tor Hidden Service Users
Through Bitcoin Transactions Analysis
●
●

●

Husam Al Jawaheri et al. Doha, Qatar
With the rapid increase of threats on the Internet, people are continuously seeking privacy and
anonymity. Services such as Bitcoin and Tor were introduced to provide anonymity for online
transactions and Web browsing. Due to its pseudonymity model, Bitcoin lacks retroactive
operational security, which means historical pieces of information could be used to identify a
certain user. We investigate the feasibility of deanonymizing users of Tor hidden services
who rely on Bitcoin as a payment method by exploiting public information leaked from
online social networks, the Blockchain, and onion websites. This, for example, allows an
adversary to link a user with @alice Twitter address to a Tor hidden service with private.onion
address by finding at least one past transaction in the Blockchain that involves their publicly
declared Bitcoin addresses.
To demonstrate the feasibility of this deanonymization attack, we carried out a real-world
experiment simulating a passive, limited adversary. We crawled 1.5K hidden services and collected
88 unique Bitcoin addresses. We then crawled 5B tweets and 1M BitcoinTalk forum pages and
collected 4.2K and 41K unique Bitcoin addresses, respectively. Each user address was associated
with an online identity along with its public profile information. By analyzing the transactions in the
Blockchain, we were able to link 125 unique users to 20 Tor hidden services, including sensitive
ones, such as The Pirate Bay and Silk Road. We also analyzed two case studies in detail to
demonstrate the implications of the resulting information leakage on user anonymity. In particular,
we confirm that Bitcoin addresses should always be considered exploitable, as they can be
used to deanonymize users retroactively. This is especially important for Tor hidden service
users who actively seek and expect privacy and anonymity.

Are we done?
●

May need access control models
– During enrollment, modification, ...
– Dynamic (or contextual) access control for some

major events such as disasters

– RBAC or ABAC...

Permissions of ops on data objs
●

●

set of operations O = {Add, Read, Modify, Store, ReadAnonymous}
permissions to be granted for ops to be performed on
objects: set P
–

●

P=D×O×{T/F}. Can have tables for Role-Attribute-Permission
Matrix

Examples: we discuss 3 below out of 17 such “rules”
–

Identification/Auth? of individuals using the global Aadhaar
number should not be possible without consent
●

–

Read permission on any object to any role granted only if User-Token
attribute present

Identification and authentication should not be possible without
consent using public data such as demographic and biometric
data.
●

Read permission on any object to any role should be granted only if
User-Token is not NULL, or Demographic or Biometric

– Surveillance, tracking or profiling of people should not

be possible beyond legal sanctions using CIDR db,
either through ext hacks or through insider leaks/
collusion
●

●

●

Role AUA should not have read/write/add to the data object
permission for Aadhaar-Local-Linking.
weakness of current system: this mapping is created by
the AUA itself and AUA enforcing this policy is meaningless.
linking should be generated by UIDAI and AUA should not
have access to this mapping.
–

●

(for new orgs, HMAC of aadhaar # with secret known to UIDAI only?)

However, with time, can AUA still learn the mappings?
Incrementally store the info as requests come in?
– May need to process requests in batches after stripping out UID!
–

Issues...
●

Is the list of concerns complete?
–

●

●

How is the system to be verified for correctness?

How to minimize the storage requirements
–

One copy per role?

–

One copy per role hierarchy?

Role-based encryption
–

superior characteristics such as constant size ciphertext and decryption key
compared to other cryptographic RBAC schemes

–

Uses Weil-pairing
● “Lan Zhou, Vijay Varadharajan, K. Gopinath, ``A Secure Role-based
Cloud Storage System for Encrypted Patient Centric Health Records,''
Computer Journal, 2016

Major Qn to Ponder
●

Aadhaar will be used in many different ways
– NREGA, micro Banking, etc.

●

Then we NEED a model of when it successfully
works and when it does not
– A citizen needs to know what to make of the system

●

Is the design to avoid
– false positives (DANGER!) or
●

“Liveness detection” not done

– false negatives (FRUSTRATION)? eg.
●

Fingerprint changes not modelled?

●

DoS not handled well

●

eventual consistency policy

Conclusion
●

Biometrics Challenge still very significant
–

Liveness detection at periphery

●

Some problems (such as linkability) may be solvable!

●

Significant Analysis Needed!

●

–

Protocol level

–

Binary level (incl firmware)

–

Integration with other systems (smartphone security)

Storage/Distr related aspects very much in the picture
–

Distributed or replicated storage

–

Crypto storage

–

Long term storage

Questions
Thank You
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End of background...
●

Next: solution to linkability problem

nd

2 set of Qns

●

Security of system from attacks important
– DDoS
●

All major websites are subjected to 50-100 attacks/day

– Insider attacks
●

Introducer system: collusion possible

– Cut and paste attacks?
●

●

Users of UID system (Q) can decide whether all biometric
data to be used or only some (eg. a few fingerprints X)
Can one have a UID (u) by giving all correct info except X
and substitute that of someone else (p's) for X
–

●

●

Needs collusion

Now p can have UID u where ever Q used

What is the attack model? What is the security
model/policy? Similarly, wrt privacy

Other Qns
●

●

What are the real time guarantees for online
access?
What are the plans wrt UID project?
– What are the latencies given rural connectivity probs?
– BW avlbl for sending 10 fingerprints each approx 500KB?
●

current Visa transactions use telephone lines that give a
bandwidth of approx 50 Kbps; latency for 5000KB is 1000 secs

●

●

For aadhaar also, there is now some analysis (att.) from IITD/M
cryptographers. They also seem to have not much detailed info from Aadhaar
but they have got going with some analysis! While it seems to be mostly fine
wrt crypto aspects, it is still too sanguine about the usefulness of academic
research: almost every research result in the (crypto) “lab” is expected to be
useful without a corresp eval of the complexity or integration with rest of the
systems! Also, assumes that static and other code analyses are mature
enough to handle systems of “Aaadhaar" type complexity, etc; a more
reasonable perspective would have been to connect such techniques as
components in a “defense in depth” design. It also shows little understanding
of systems aspects (eg. access control / information flow models, etc.) or
attack on certs (used in TPM, etc).
A better (higher) model may be that of "Catching Bandits and Only Bandits:
Privacy-Preserving Intersection Warrants for Lawful Surveillance” by Aaron
Segal, Bryan Ford, and Joan Feigenbaum. Would like to get your comments!

